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Editorial Dub
Dear Reader

First of all, we welcome those of first input: Sista Lorna - another contributor from 
Aylesbury - and Ben Russell, colleague of musician and producer Jason Hewitt aka 
Shakaman.

You can't get bigger than gargantuan. That is the amount of respect I give to those who 
gave their talent and time, to the Bob Marley Birthday Festival – a fundraiser for The Dub - 
especially the musicians and djs of the first part, at O2 Academy Oxford. So I stand and 
salute RAS KEITH and band – Bassie, Ras Hugo, Jah Sticks and Ed Asher ; ZAIA; 
TOM DRED; plus DJs King Lloyd, Dan-I, Jah Paul,Tony Dread – and MC Garvin Dan. 
To Leo B also, for the review and for the photographs. This issue, Memento Dub, is 
dedicated to  them.

The Dub was given £150 on the night, toward musican/dj expenses. Then another £400, 
which has paid for the February and March issues. The remaining £100 will go to the 
Patron Saint of The Dub, Jules Dalitz, who donated money to pay for a previous issue, in 
lieu of O2 money.

He hasn't played here for many years – at least eleven – but the first time I saw him was in
Berlin. The Wall had come down the year before and the big concert of 1990 in Germany, 
was the one by Pink Floyd: I was working that night. But for me, the performance of the 
year, was when Burning Spear rocked a sports hall in Neukolln, East Berlin. Can't believe 
it took me so long to see him! 

Salute as always, to Marco Fregnan of Reggaediscography and Sista Mariana of 
Rastaites, for the online links.

Happy Birthday to Burning Spear. Happy Independence Day to Ghana.

Welcome to The Dub

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com

Printer - Parchment Printers

All material copyright (c). All rights reserved. This publication may not be 
reproduced or transmitted in any form, in whole or part, without the express 
permission of The  Dub.

The elephants they move as one
The elephants they move as one

So Africa should live as one
So Africa should live as one
I saw the elephants today

from Elephants – BURNING SPEAR

mailto:bantudub06@gmail.com
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BIRTHDAY BLESSINGS DUB 

Roots Reggae
BURNING SPEAR - Lee Scratch Perry - Jackie Mittoo - Tommy 
McCook - Don Drummond - Rod Taylor - Ken Boothe – Queen Ifrica

Black Journalism
DAVID RUGGLES – Benito Sylvain – Alexander Crummel – John 
Payne Jackson

In our cause, mere words are nothing - action is everything.

Prejudice is not so much dependent upon natural antipathy
as upon education.

Slaves though we be enrolled,
Minds are never to be sold. 

A man is sometimes lost in the dust of his own raising.

Let us to the Press devoted be,
Its Light will shine and speak us free.

quotes from DAVID RUGGLES. b. 15/03/1810



Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day
Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day

Praise him, praise him

Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day
Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day

Praise him, praise him

Praise him for life and everything
Praise him for life and everything

Praise your God, praise your God, praise your God
Praise your God, praise your God, praise your God

Praise your God

Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day
Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your god for another day
Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your god for another day
Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day

Praise him, praise him

Some days you work, some days you don't
Some days you don't, some days you don't

Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day
Take a day off and rest yourself
Praise your God for another day

Praise your God, praise your God, praise your God
Praise your God, praise your God, praise your God
Praise your God, praise your God, praise your God

PRAISE HIM – BURNING SPEAR – b.1/3/1945



CHILDREN OF KUSH
To demonstrate the centrality of Ethiopia; it's spiritual magnetism, attracting those living in 
the Caribbean, the Americas, Europe - as well as other parts of the continent, I would like 
to spend some time with five figures, of the 19th and early 20th centuries, who I call the 
Kush Quintet.

Benito Sylvain was a young dreamer from Haiti, who in his eventful and active life, met and
befriended Emperor Menelik II.

Born and schooled in Haiti, he took higher education in France. Due to a decree, 
forbidding foreigners from studying at the naval academy, he took a degree in Philosophy, 
instead of the Sciences. During his French sojourn, he founded Fraternite (Fraternity), a 
newspaper; ''to defend the interests of the Black Race in Europe''. In 1898, he founded the
Black Youth of Paris Association; to support and educate, the Black youth of that 
metropolis.

He represented  Haiti, at abolition congresses, in Belgium as well as France. National 
representation was also conferred on him, at the first ever Pan-African Conference, held in
London, in 1900. This monumental endeavour, was organised  by the Trinidadian lawyer, 
Henry Sylvester Williams; from the town called  Arouca, that also produced C.L.R. James 
and George Padmore. From this event, the formerly known African Association, founded 
by Williams, became known as the Pan-African Association. Sylvain was given the position
as General Delegate for Africa.  Dubois was named, Secretary of the American branch. 

It was at this  gathering, that the friendship between Menelik II and Benito Sylvain was 
seen; for as well as speaking for Haiti, the Emperor asked him to represent Ethiopia. Said 
to have visited that country four times; on missions of eager diplomacy, as well as spiritual 
enrichment. Coming form the country that defeated France, he brought goodwill to the 
country, that recently defeated Italy. Benito Sylvain went from envoy to employee; Aide-to-
Camp, to the Emperor of Ethiopia.

Staying in the Caribbean, we go from Haiti to Jamaica; to Joel Augustus Rogers. Born in 
Jamaica,  in his mid-twenties, he left for America - taking American citizenship.

Initially earning his living teaching and train portering, he became a widely respected 
journalist and historian. He wrote for such important newspapers, as the Crisis 
(N.A.C.C.P.), the Messenger, Negro World (UNIA); as well as the Pittsburgh Courier, 
which we shall come to later. Knowing Marcus Garvey from his youth, he became a 
regular contributor to the Negro World, as well as covering the Garvey trial.

But it's in his role as historian, that he has garnered most praise. A self-taught man, who 
learnt four languages (Spanish, French, German and Portuguese). He travelled throughout
Europe, in Egypt and Sudan - undertaking meticulous research, in archives and libraries. 
Set and undeterred; on a mission to show the globe, of Africa's contribution to world 
culture.

He wrote of ancient kingdoms. Authored biographies, paying homage to Black 



personages. He wrote of the Maroons. Words to counteract the utterances of the Klan. His
most well known work, is the 1917, From Superman to Man. Using his wide research, this 
book refuted the widespread belief, in black inferiority; in the style of a conversation, 
between a black train porter and a travelling white politician.

Although he never received higher education or a degree, he was an intellectual of 
international renown; becoming a member of American and French, anthropological and 
geographical societies.

Going back to his journalism now. It was in his role as Foreign Correspondent, for the 
Pittsburgh Courier, one of African America's leading newspapers, that  he became the first
Black war correspondent of the 20th century: covering the Italo-Ethiopian War, of 1935. 
This was his second visit to the country, after covering the 1930 enthronement of Ras 
Tafari, for which the Emperor later gave him a Coronation Medal. 

At a later time in Jamaica, emerged the talents of Una Marson. One of my all-time 
favourite photographs, is of a seated Una Marson, in her role as broadcaster; surrounded 
by European luminaries, such as George Orwell, T.S. Eliot and William Empson.

After finishing secondary education, she worked as a secretary and social worker. After 
learning of journalism, while assistant editor of the Jamaica Critic, in 1928, she became 
Jamaica's first black female editor and publisher, when she founded the Cosmopolitan. 

Two years later, her first collection of poems were published, entitled Tropic Reveries. In 
1932, she moved to London. The racism and sexism she received there, propelled her into
joining, organisations of international feminism.

Back in Kingston, she went on a mission to promote literacy and  national authorship – 
founding the Kingston Drama Club and Readers and Writers Club. She produced plays 
and published more poetry. 

Returning to London in 1938, she continued her work for the Jamaican Save the Children 
project, as well as her journalism - commencing work for the BBC. She went on to produce
Caribbean Voices; BBC Radio Empire Service broadcasts. Through these shows, she met 
figures such as Marcus Garvey, Paul Robeson and Jomo Kenyatta. She was able to 
introduce  writers such as Sam Selvon, Derek Walcott and George Lamming, to a wider 
public.

One of the figures she met through her BBC work, was Ras Tafari. In 1936, she went to 
Switzerland as his secretary - part of the Ethiopian delegation to Geneva; when he spoke 
before the League Nations.

From the Fante of Ghana, Joseph Casely-Hayford, was a journalist, editor, teacher, 
educator, lawyer and political activist: a founding figure in the establishment of  Achimoto 
College, where Kwame Nkrumah – first president of Ghana – studied. In 1901, his only 
novel was published - the first to be written by an African in English. One of the first 
writings of Pan African fiction, it was titled Ethiopia Unbound.

Inspired by W. B. Dubois, Drusilla Houston, a founder of schools, who lived for most of her
life in Oklahoma, became like Joel Rogers, a self-taught historian. In writing her magum 
opus, this journalist, teacher and educator, became the first Black woman, to write a multi-
volume work, on ancient Africa. This massive effort, published in 1926, was called 



Wonderful Ethiopians, of the Ancient Kushite Empire.

Five great journalists, pioneering figures, en route to Pan-Africanism; blessed by their 
respective roads, that led to Ethiopia.

BENITO SYLVAIN b.21/04/1868                                                        Natty Mark

I feel that no one should be ashamed or have fear or 
doubt within themselves when they speak about the 
roots or Africa wherein I and I originate from. It's like 
an individual who tries to disown himself, and to me, it
is a form of defeat by disowning yourself.

When Marcus Garvey spoke about self-reliance, he 
wasn't only talking about people of colour. It's like self-
reliance in general, for anyone. Just keep moving and 
moving within the right direction, and everything will 
be all right.

People have been listening to Burning Spear for a 
long time now, and they know who I am and what I 
stand for. Yes, I do address many of the same ideas 
from album to album, adding only a little different 
flavor or coloring. Yes, the message has remained 
virtually the same because the issues haven't gone 
away yet.

quotes from BURNING SPEAR



Ras Keith

ZAIA



Flying The Flag High
Ever flying the flag high for Jamaica, Royal Dawta, Queen Ifrica has taken the music 
scene by storm, since the resurgence of the 'One Drop' album: growing in popularity with 
her own firebrand reggae-chanting style. 

Popularly known as The Fyah Muma, she's recorded predominantly on Flames 
Productions, with Tony Rebel at the helm. This Lioness has put her own stamp on the 
dancehall, in a similar tradition to that of Sister Nancy, Sister Carol and Ranking Ann.  

On a spiritual and cultural level, Queen Ifrica is unstoppable in the face of adversity; over 
the years she  has regularly appeared on Rebels' stage shows and at other major 
festivals, recently performing in Nairobi. Her no-nonsense style and very subtle sense of 
humour, has brought her into the public eye, where she has broken boundaries over the 
last decade or so, championing womens' causes.

From the euphoric feeling of 'Missing Our Heroes' to the catchy lyrics of 'Below The Waist',
Queen Ifrica often touches on a more serious note, with a string of hit songs and a 
presence on Billboard. However, she's also committed to creating increased awareness 
and promoting independence, dealing with the Real Issues using wisemind reasoning. 
Remaining consistent wth a passionate delivery, keeping it up to the times and demanding
an end to inequality.

With a pre-release on road from her latest album; 'Climb' on VP records, she looks set to 
revive popular interest.  Not one to be watered down, Queen Ifrica has dueted with 
Damien 'Junior Gong' Marley for 'Trueversation'. She's worked alongside some of the 
biggest names in the industry, helping to lead a cultural revolution.

Zioness

Sources
myspace.com/queenifrica/bio

18karatreggae.com
loopjamaica.com/content/queen-ifrica

One civilization is not complete without it's art
The highest form of expression of human intelligence

You have have become complacent
Sitting down and allowing the other nations to run away with everything

You have become a bunch of consumers
You are creators

Rise up mighty people and accomplish what you will
Without confidence you're twice defeated in the race of life 

from Times Like These – QUEEN IFRICA – b.25/3/1975



Tom Dred



CulInary Dub
WINTA  STOCK

INGREDIENTS

Root Vegetables
2 parsnips
1 swede
3 carrots

Brassicas
1-2 cabbages

Alliums
8 leeks

Utensils
1 large pan

Method

1.Break / chop the vegetables into manageable or chunk size pieces
2.Bring to the boil
3.Simmer gently for at least 2 hours
4.Drain off liquid which is ready to use

*This recipie is tried and tested but is not definitive. A variation on the theme 
may be used.                                                                                      

Zioness



INDEPENDENCE DUB
March

GHANA - 6th

mauritius
12th

TUNISIA - 20th

NAMIBIA - 21st



Stone Age Binary Manipulators pt.II

Historians categorized the writing schemes from Africa into the following groups: 
Xylographic Systems, Alphabetic Systems, Pictographic Systems, Petrographic Systems, 
Chromatographic Systems, and Philosophical
Systems. So there were many different types of
scripts. Nsibidi is a writing system of the Ejagham
people of Nigeria. It is seen on tombstones,
secret society buildings, costumes, ritual fans,
headdresses, textiles, and in gestures, body and
ground painting.

Over 12,000 years ago, indigenous Africans
developed Binary-based Oracle Divination
Systems, based on the square of 16=16x16=26 =
2^8 corresponding to the vertices of an 8-
dimensional hypercube and to the binary 2-choice
Clifford algebra C1(8) and so to related ones such
as C1(8)xC1(8) = C1(16). Since the number of
sub-hypercube in an 8-dimensional hypercube is
6,561 =81x81=3^8, the Oracle Divination Systems
has N=8 ternary 3-structures as well as binary 2-
structure.

According to many indigenous African legends
“their gods once existed as humans and had their way of communicating. Prior to their 
disappearance, they left with the people a means to communicate with them in the outer 
realm (Oracle Divination Binary Systems).” 

The Chinese have mostly been using their binary
combinatorics for philosophical and religious
things. This is also true for the African use of binary
systems. There are actually at least three types of
African binary divination techniques, all of which
use four-bit combinations: 

Ifa ((West Africa), Haiti, Cuba, Brazil, Caribbean,
America)) the four-tablet system (South Africa) and
Sikidy (Madagascar). The former two are quite
straight-forward (randomise a combination and
interpret its meaning), but Sikidy requires more
advanced computation.
 
The first step in Sikidy is to randomise four
columns of four bits (a four-by-four matrix). The
randomisation of one bit usually happens by
grabbing a handful of seeds from a bag and
removing two seeds at a time until only one or two
seeds are left. This gives a totally new meaning to the concept of "random number seed"). 



The one or two seeds are then placed in their proper position on the Sikidy board. The 
image above shows an example of a completed Sikidy board. 

The randomised columns (called "Mother-Sikidy") are in the upper right corner. The values
of the columns from right to left, bottom to top are: 1010, 1001, 1011, and 0010. The next 
thing to do is to form the "Daughter-Sikidy" by rotating and flipping the matrix. The 
rightmost column of the Mother-Sikidy (bottom to top) becomes the top row (left to right) of 
the Daughter-Sikidy, and so forth. Our Daughter-Sikidy (placed to the left of the Mother-
Sikidy) is therefore: 0110, 1101, 0000, and 0111. The rest is pure binary arithmetic.

The columns below the Mother-Sikidy and Daughter-Sikidy are formed by eXclusive-
ORing each pair of columns: 1010 XOR 1001 = 0011, 1011 XOR 0010 = 1001, etc. 

This process is then repeated to all the new lines until there is only one column left (the 
bottom column, 0110 in the example). We now have a complete Sikidy tableau and what is
left is the interpretation: each of the sixteen binary values has its own meaning, and each
of the "memory slots" also has a designated meaning. The Sikidy system was also 



 adopted by Arabs (under the name of "ilm al-raml", "the science of sand"), and from Arabs
it even transferred to Europe in the middle ages. 

In Europe, it was known as "Arabic geomancy", a small branch of Arabic occultism. All 
kinds of freaks extended to system to include relationships with astrology, numerology, 
tarot and other things. Our Daughter-Sikidy (placed to the left of the Mother-Sikidy) is 
therefore: 0110, 1101, 0000, and 0111. The rest is pure binary arithmetic. The columns 
below the Mother-Sikidy and Daughter-Sikidy are formed by eXclusive-ORing each pair of 
columns: 1010 XOR 1001 = 0011, 1011 XOR 0010 = 1001, etc.

This process is then repeated to all the new lines until there is only one column left (the 
bottom column, 0110 in the example). We now have a complete Sikidy tableau and what is
left is the interpretation: each of the sixteen binary values has its own meaning, and each 
of the "memory slots" also has a designated meaning.

To be continued                                                                                     Samuel Akinyemi





ALI ZION selection

BURNING SPEAR 

Christopher Columbus
Wadada

Slavery Days
Jah No Dead

Freedom
Marcus Garvey

Down By The Riverside
Creation Rebel
Legal Hustler
Door Peep



Jah Sticks

Garvin Dan and King Lloyd



FROM THE ROOTS UP
      

Fats Domino: The Sound of New Orleans

Last month I took an overall look at the music and life in New Orleans, but you can’t 
mention the Crescent City without one name coming up: that of the great Fats Domino, 
often called ‘The King Of New Orleans’. His brand of rock n roll stormed the charts for 
many years. The early recordings from 1949 onwards formed the path that lead to the 
hits. He still resides there -  you can’t miss his house: it has his name on the roof, Still 
Fats Place. Even when the levee’s broke a few years back, once cleaned up, he soon 
returned to his home, the city he loves.

He was born in 1937 on Jourdan Avenue, the eighth and final child to his parents. He 
came to prominence as a musician, coming from a rich musical heritage. His father came
from a family of French speaking African Americans and he would have heard both 
Spanish and West African Creole, alongside American and Caribbean influences: and soon
the links to the music called roots reggae began to appear. This was the brew from 
which Fats Domino derived his music and began the process that lead to his success as 
an artist. The Domino family actually spoke Creole French when they first moved to the 
city, but soon Fats was speaking English, and the rest they say is history.

When I was young my uncle owned a garage where he sold second hand cars and there 
was a cafe at the rear. This had joy of joys a jukebox and he gave us free playing time 
when we visited. Soon Fats Domino’s ‘Blueberry Hill’ became my favourite and still 
remains on my all-time list. Plus, on Sunday afternoon’s, a group of us young musicians 
jumped into a car and went to another cafe, The Buccaneer. Great coffee - the frothy 
stuff, but it had a jukebox too, loaded with great rock n roll, blues, soul and the hits out
of New Orleans, that included yes, Fats Domino! All the hits, including Ain’t That A 
Shame; I’m In Love Again; Blue Monday and I’m Walking to New Orleans. 

His voice, piano and the music that people like Cosimo Matassa and Dave Bartholomew 
recorded and got on music outlets all over the world, are still selling very healthily even 
today.

Fats Domino, even in his early days, was a well recorded artist; a box set a few years 
back contained well over eighty tracks, recorded between 1949 and 1957: not to 
mention how prolific he continued to be after this period. In fact, after the New Orleans
floods a few years ago, some of the best known artists produced an album of his songs, 
to help him get back to his home again.

When you hear Fats Domino, you're into the true sound of the city, by one of its greatest
and best known performers. But also in it, are those sounds by the backing band that 
gave their ideas to what became roots reggae, not to mention a whole lot of other 
influences as well.

Pete Clack, Blues in Britain writer



 VISIONARY DUB
Dear respected reader of The Dub, the month of March sees the birthday of one of the

most influential figures in reggae music, a true living legend, for it will mark the 81st

birthday of Rainford Hugh Perry, or as he's been known to millions the world over, Lee
"Scratch" Perry. As a producer, singer and songwriter, he has for the last 50 years been

responsible for some truly incredible music. From such glorious songs as Susan
Cadogan's Hurt So Good, Gregory Issacs Mr Cop, Max Romeo's Chase The Devil,
Junior Murvin's Police and Thieves, The Congos Open Up The Gate, the Heptones

Sufferer's Time, not to mention Return To Django by the Upsetters, Errol Walker's Better
Future, as well as such astonishing albums as The Heptones Party Time, Max Romeo's

War Ina Babylon, Junior Murvin's Police and Thieves,The Congos Heart of The Congos:
plus those incredible recordings with The Wailers in the early 1970's(especially Soul

Rebel and the tracks collected on the African Herbsman collection). Scratch really made
his mark on reggae music with an incredible back catalogue of fine, fine music. Having
enjoyed these great tracks and albums, I subsequently began to seek out more of his

solo/Upsetters work including the likes of Blackboard Jungle Dub; Revolution Dub; Super
Ape; Roast Fish, Collie Weed and Corn Bread, to name but several, albums I listen to on a
regular basis. I've been lucky enough to see "Scratch" perform live on several occasions
and those performances have always been inspiring (most recently I saw him at a festival
towards the end of last year).Let us salute a true visionary, much respect to Lee Scratch

Perry

Top Ten selection - both as a producer and/or performer

The Congos - Fisherman
 The Upsetters - Dread Lion
 Lee Perry - Big Neck Police

 Max Romeo - War Ina Babylon
 The Heptones - Sufferers Time

 The Upsetters - Black Panta
 Junior Murvin - Police and Thieves

The Wailers - Sun Is Shining
Gregory Issacs – Mr Cop

Susan Cadogan – Hurt So Good

Lee Scratch Perry b.20/3/1936                                            Richie Roots



 BURNING SPEAR

Burning Spear is one of the most iconic reggae stars in the world. The image that springs 
to my mind is of Winston Rodney playing live with his band, locks flying and playing his 
drum. The name Burning Spear is known across the globe, as they have taken their 
philosophy of love and militancy to stages on all continents.  My first time seeing Burning 
Spear was at the Manchester  International 2 in 1987.  The venue was packed: so full that 
people were passing out, and when Spear hit the stage, there was a huge roar from the 
crowd.  The show was entrancing, unifying and full of songs I already knew well and others
I was yet to know.  The last time I saw Burning Spear was at the Kentish Town Forum in 
2004 and the scene was eerily similar; packed house, so hot that there were people 
passing out, and an entrancing set for an adoring crowd.  The only noticeable change 
really was that Spear himself was greyer, danced more and played more drums than 
before.  

“History shall recall”

Burning Spear started out as a vocal harmony trio steeped in Rasta philosophy and 
reasoning, recording ground breaking works for the timeless Studio One record label, in 
the late 1960s.  Winston Rodney (born 1 March 1945) initially started out with bass singer 
Rupert Willington, but was soon joined by tenor Delroy Hinds.  The name Burning Spear 
was taken from a military award given by Jomo Kenyatta, the first President of 
independent Kenya.  The key elements of what was to become Burning Spear were 
already in place, with Rodney being a strong advocate of Marcus Garvey’s beliefs of Pan-
Africanism and self-determination.  

“Where will I find my resting place?”

Going to Studio One was allegedly the idea of Bob Marley, who was also originally from 
St. Ann’s parish.  The first single was ‘Door Peep’, released in 1969, which also featured 



legendary saxophonist Cedric Im Brooks, who would go on to form the Light Of Saba.  The
group would go on to record a string of classic singles for Studio One, including ‘Rocking 
Time’, ‘This Population’, ‘Swell Headed’, ‘Foggy Road’ and ‘Creation Rebel’, as well as two
albums which were reissued by Soul Jazz and Heartbeat Records in 2004.  

“Do you remember the days of slavery?” 

For many groups, the Studio One phase would be legacy enough, but there was far more 
to come.  In 1975, the group started working with producer Jack Ruby and his band The 
Black Disciples (featuring Earl "Chinna" Smith, Valentine Chin, Robbie Shakespeare and Leroy 
Wallace) on what was to become the ‘Marcus Garvey’ album, which was released on 
Ruby’s Fox Records - and licensed for worldwide release on Island.  The first fruits were 
two singles: the epic ‘Slavery Days’ which became a clarion call for the worldwide African 
diaspora and the tribute to Rodney’s hero, ‘Marcus Garvey’. The album was a huge hit and
a sparse dub version of the album was released on Island the following year called 
‘Garvey’s Ghost’.  In 1987, Mango/Island released both ‘Marcus Garvey’ and ‘Garvey’s 
Ghost’ on a CD to celebrate Marcus Garvey’s 100th anniversary (one of the first CDs I ever
bought).  Many fans and the band themselves were disappointed by Chris Blackwell’s 
insistence that some of the songs were remixed and their speed altered.  As a result, 
Rodney set up his own company, Burning Music, which was the start of his long drive for 
independence from record companies.  Piracy and control of his music remains a vital 
issue for Spear today in the internet age.  

“Do you remember old Marcus Garvey?”

It is easy to see where this mistrust of record companies comes from.  While Burning 
Spear were working with Jack Ruby, Studio One continued to release singles from the 
group, right up to late 1975.  In addition to releasing on Ruby’s Fox and Wolf labels, 
Burning Spear also released their first Island single in 1975, ‘Old Marcus Garvey’.  Spear’s
pleas to remember history reached many ears eager to hear the cry.  The promotional 
push from Island Records helped the message reach new audiences across the world who
were ready for the education on offer.  Many who were listening at the time will testify that 
songs like those of Burning Spear were the cultural education for a generation, the starting
point for many on a journey of self-discovery.

“And if we should live up, live up in the hills”

The next album was more musically adventurous and also developed the philosophy 
further.  It was also the last album the trio of Burning Spear would work on.  Although there
had been plenty of Garvey-influenced message songs and history lessons in Burning 
Spear’ music, ‘Man In The Hills’ from 1976, showed a more inclusive message, 
acknowledging the past, but moving forward without bitterness.  Love is the key to ‘Man In 
The Hills’  -  Jah love and love for humanity.  The songs fit together as a cohesive whole 
and the album was a massive hit, prompting tours, setting the tone for the next 30 years.  

“Well, we’ve been travelling …”

UK and European tours followed and many more albums, including live albums  such as 
the immense ‘Live!’ which was recorded at London’s Rainbow in Finsbury Park, with 
Aswad as the backing band.  Aswad also backed Spear on 1978s self-produced ‘Social 
Living’.  There were plenty more classic studio albums: ‘Dry & Heavy’, ‘Hail H.I.M.’, ‘Fittest 
Of The Fittest’ and the ‘Living Dub’ series.  Burning Spear has also won 2 Grammy 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leroy_Wallace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leroy_Wallace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robbie_Shakespeare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valentine_Chin
file:///C:/Users/Natty/Desktop/Smith


awards.

''Jah is the water that cools off the radiator”

There are three 12” singles from this period onwards that really resonate with me.  Each of
them a double sided epic that define the sound of Burning Spear.  Spacious, graceful and 
powerful, immediately distinctive, this is my top three:

 Civilised Reggae/ Social Living 12” (Island) 1978
 Free The Whole World/ Jah No Dead (Burning Music/Tribesman) 1980
 Jah Is My Driver/ Far Over 12” (Radic) 1982

“The whole world wants to be free, free the whole world”

Winston Rodney has used Burning Music as the principal publishing company for his 
music for over 35 years, licensing albums to Heartbeat, EMI and others, as well as 
keeping his music in print over that time.  By doing this, he has retained quality control 
over most of his output and ensured that music from all parts of his lengthy career has 
remained available.

" The privilege of a lifetime is to be who you are" 

http://www.burningspearwebsite.com/

      

    

Dan-I Cameron, co-founder of Field Frequency 

Weapons makers
 A money making thing, political thing

Weapons makers
 A money making thing, political thing

War

from Come in Peace – BURNING SPEAR

http://www.burningspearwebsite.com/


Tony Dread and Ras Hugo

part of the audience



Ed Asher

Garvin Dan, King Lloyd and Jah Sticks



RESURRECTION  MAN
to Graham Russell Hodges

When I think of David Ruggles, I think of bravery and water. He was the Resurrection Man.
Through his bold efforts – mental, physical and literary, he renewed the spirits of the 
fugitives, who stopped at Lispernard station, en route to freedom. Later in life, after 
learning the power of water, he revitalised the sickened bodies; founding one of the first 
American hospitals, that utilized hydrotherapy.

New York must have been a dangerous metropolis, for Black people then. Although 
slavery was outlawed in New York State (1837), discrimination was rife; slavery bringing 
profit to all and sundry. If you were known and liked in your community, I get the 
impression that you were safe. Stepping out of that area, might bring a rendezvous with 
chains. Seems like there was a slave catcher on every street, kidnapper behind every 
knoll. Free were taken too. They never heard the litany of any lawyer, their character never
appeared in the courtroom. Or maybe some rushed proceedings; a trial best described as 
mock. Quick as possible, they were put on a boat, to be taken south for auction.

So David Ruggles and others, set up the New York Committee of Vigilance. This 
organisation gave protection, legal advice and support to the fugitives. For example, on at 
least one occasion, Ruggles is known to have confronted a captain of a ship; having him 
arrested for carrying human cargo. Twice he himself was arrested and beaten. He was 
also the intended victim of a kidnap attempt. His grocery store, which doubled as a 
bookshop, was also victimised. Initially, this store had sold liquor, but seeing the familial 
desolation from alcoholism, he concentrated on food provision. Hated and harassed by 
local law enforcement officials, magistrates, slave catchers and kidnappers, this business 
venture was mysteriously burnt down.  
  
His name gave solace, his character gave sanctuary. Frederick Douglass learnt this, when
he arrived in New York; frightened, distrustful and alone. But making contact with the 
Resurrection Man, refreshed his scorched spirit. It was in the house of Ruggles, a short 
while later, that Douglass received his betrothed – and married her there. 

His home must have been a nerve centre of purpose and action. He set up another 
bookshop there, with a reading room and printing press. It sold and printed anti-slavery 
literature; it was a meeting venue for abolitionists, as well as a station on the Underground 
Railroad.

Ruggles laboured full time as an agent for the Emancipator newspaper, demonstrating his 
belief in the potential of  newspapers. Purchased for a few cents, they dispelled ignorance 
and informed eager minds. He also contributed articles to this newspaper. Ruggles 
encouraged Black people to buy and subscribe,  thereby receiving a regular source of 
information, on national as well as regional news. Travelling extensively, he lectured to 
mixed audiences, about the ever present danger of being recaptured or sold; the necessity
of support, for abolitionist newspapers and pamphlets.  The bookshop, like the press, were
the first owned by an African American. It gave room to read – and the opportunity to 
borrow books. According to the Dorothy B. Porter Journal of Negro History article, the 
bookshop also sold stationery, as well as  book binding and picture framing. His 



bookshop/library, reminds me of Charlotta Bass, another great journalist and editor, of the 
early 20th century; who opened up her garage, as a reading room and library - with a focus 
on the youth.   

He wrote of the need for education and the necessity of temperance. He also wrote of 
Black unity – the lack of it. In a 1841 article, published in The Liberator, that great 
abolitionist organ, he stated 'While every man's hand is against us, our every hand is 
against each other. I speak plainly, because truth will set us free. Are we not guilty of 
cherishing, to an alarming extent, the sin of sectarian, geographical and complexional 
proscription?...

With an in-house printing press, he was able to publish his articles,  pamphlets and letters.
Through founding The Mirror of Liberty journal, he published the first periodical by an 
African American. His journalism was a relentless onslaught, against Southern slavery - 
and it's attendant religious and moral hypocrisy. In another Liberator article, written in 
1837, he wrote...Some of the slaves that I have seen recently are employed by their 
masters, some are loaned, and others hired out; and each of the holders of these slaves 
whom I have recently seen are professors of religion!! One of these professors is Mr. 
David Stanford, of Brooklyn; he is a member, I am told, of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church.

It all took it's toll. On the verge of destitution, he was bombarded by illness. Assailed by 
bowel problems, eye invasion by blindness. Taking the advice and support offered by 
friends, he moved to a rural commune in Florence, Northampton - in the state of 
Massachusetts. This utopian endeavour was called the Northampton Association of 
Education and Industry. He was a figure of wide renown, living amongst like-minded 
people. Making enquiries, he subsequently took a water cure. It improved his health; 
causing a quick conversion to the new gospel, of what was then known as hydropathy. He 
became  a widely recognised healer, administering the treatment of baths, hot and cold (of
varied time length and depth), wet towel and sheet wrappings - as well as the drinking of 
water. Improved diet, exercise and long country walks, became part of the better health 
plan. People came from all over, to be treated by ''Dr Ruggles''. Setting up the 
hydrotherapy hospital, he treated all, including such notables as Sojourner Truth, Frederick
Douglas and William Garrison, who all lauded his medical skills. Now blind, he partly made
his diagnosis, through a new sensitivity to touch. As well as physical healing, his new 
home offered mental stimulation; a new station on the Underground Railroad, amongst 
others in the Northampton area. He also continued to educate and agitate with his pen.

With another bowel infection, he passed away in 1849, just thirty-nine years old.

He helped hundreds over the years. So many dreamed of his home, that haven on 
Lispernard Street; a cocoon of learning and sharing. A sweet souvenir, a warming 
memento, a shining stepping stone, as they traversed the night to freedom. In his service 
to humanity; through his writings, activism, bookshop and hydrotherapy, he re-generated 
the mind, body and spirit.

When the roll-call of abolition greats is called, we always hear names such as Harriet 
Tubman and William Wilberforce - rarely that of David Ruggles. It's time we raised the 
Resurrection Man, from the unknown sepulchre, where he has lain for far too long.

David Ruggles b.15/3/1810                                                            Natty Mark



LIONESS DUB
Times Like These

 Lioness On The  Rise
 Far Away

 Daddy
Serve an Protect
 Love Is Not Blind

 When Love Come Knocking
 Me Nah Rob

 No Boy
 Rasta Nah Chat Rasta

I went home to Dominica in October last year, where they hold the world's largest Creole 
Festival. Artists came from all over the world to represent their countries. Queen Ifrica and 
Tony Rebel were there for Jamaica. Queen Ifrica's performance was out of this world! She 
sang the song "Daddy", to make the people aware of the child abuse that is happening in 
the world, which I thought was a very brave and positive thing to do. She and Tony Rebel 
said they love Dominica! Their words to the people were to " keep the island pure, as it is 
nature's island of the Caribbean''. After saying that, everyone applauded. At the end of the 
show, I briefly met her and Tony Rebel as they reached out to the people.

Sista Lorna

Call me by my name
I am ready to roll

Once the rules remain the same
How the story's been told

Call me any time
Never cop out

A Lioness is on the rise
Don't you ever have doubt
Don't ever have no doubt 

from Lioness On The Rise – Queen Ifrica



Set The Delay Pedal To 'Intergalactic':
a rockers introduction to Dub.

I am lucky that my mum has a great taste in music which meant that I was introduced into 
a lot of classic rock, soul and r&b, so I grew up (kind of) listening to a mixture of classic 
rock, blues and heavy metal which has stuck with me. I probably enjoy metal the most as I 
enjoy the precision, speed, time changes and the power behind it. Most of my music 
collection is metal or rock. I know what I like, or thought I did. Sometimes I hear new music
on the radio or in a film. I heard 'Your Teeth In My Neck' by Scientist for the first time it was
on a GTA radio station of all places! The melody, the panoramic delay, the echo... it blew 
my mind. The use of all the effects and the precision with which they were applied 
sounded so completely different from what I am used to. It got stuck in my head. I found 
the album Scientist Rids The World Of The Curse Of The Evil Vampires and really enjoyed
it. One of the things that I really enjoyed was how timeless the Scientists sound is. It 
surprised me to find out that album was recorded in the 80s! All of the metal and rock I 
love from that era sounds dated in comparison. I found some of the Scientist's other 
albums and collaborations, which then got me listening to Augustus Pablo and people like 
King Tubby. I have a good friend who loves Dub and reggae who is trying to educate me 
and broaden my musical horizons, so watch this space, and although I think that I'll always
be a rocker, somewhere in all the black t shirts, you might find some green yellow and red.

Ben Russell

Teach me, teach me, teach me, teach me, teacher
Teach I and I Amharic teacher

Teach me, teach me, teach me, teach me, teacher
Teach I and I African teacher

I never be late, I always early

I never absent I always present

That's why I and I nah sit down inna no back bench

Natty like to be bright, bright, bright

So bright, bright, bright, bright

So bright

African teaching is a part of I and I

Culture oh yes part of I and I

Teach me, teach me, teach me, teach me, teacher

Teach I and I Amharic teacher

from African Teacher – BURNING SPEAR



CORNERSTONEMUSIK
Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows

Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival Radio and Saturdays on Destiny
105.

Every show offers support and airtime to 'breakthrough artists / groups' from UK,
Jamaica, USA, Africa and more, alongwith wicked classics and rareities from the

vinyl vaults.                                                                               

In this issue of The Dub, we are spotlighting KRISTINE ALICIA
plus other recommendations from our current playlists. 

                                                                                                                                              
Born Kristine Alicia McCaw, this singer/songwriter hails from Kingston, Jamaica:

moving to Miami, Florida when she was 13 years old. Kristine comes from a musical
family and is a classically trained pianist. Gospel/Reggae star Nigel Lewis produced
Kristine Alicia’s first album Get Ready, which put her on the map in the Gospel genre

and into the forefront of the Caribbean community in 2008. 

She received an amazing eight nominations at the 2009 Marlin Awards, winning
both Artist of the Year and Female Reggae Vocal Performance of the Year.

Kristine has collaborated, opened for and performed with artists of the likes of
Third World, Taurus Riley, Papa San, Etana, Nadine Sutherland, Warrior King

and Freddie McGregor. She has performed in the USA, Canada, Africa and in
multiple Caribbean countries, but her biggest show to date was headlining the
2015 Groove Party in Nairobi, Kenya, in which she performed to over 30,000

people.

Kristine Alicia says her singing inspirations included Sade, Jill Scott, BeBe &
CeCe Winans, Beres Hammond, Luciano, Marcia Griffiths, Tessanne Chin,

Jesse Royal, Eyrkah Badu and Alicia Keys. Since her debut album, Kristine has



released several new singles with a much stronger Roots feel. During 2016
Kristine released two singles Freedom Fighters and Hand Over River; as they
were so well received she has been working on her brand new album, Songs

From Zion, in conjunction with Rory of Stone Love and Black Dub Movements.
The album is due for release on February 17th.

Highly recommend this outstanding artist Kristine Alicia and her new album
'Songs From Zion' - CONSCIOUS FOUNDATION ROOTS and you can check
the album out as it will feature on both our Radio shows during February and

March 2017.

Tracklisting - 1. Zion  2. Rising Sun  3. Cry  4. Valley Song  5. My King  6. Key Lock
7. My Story   8. Come Home  9. Roll It  10. Blessed  11. Follow

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

A version of Cornell Campbell’s ‘My Roots Girl’ also out on Med Tone. 

 
    For requests, dedications etc text DJ Baps on +44 (0)781 3355 448

 DJ Baps

Happy Birthday Bingy Samuels, aged 11.



Ras  Hugo, Bassie and Ras  Keith

ZAIA



Barry Issac, who runs the Reggae  On Top label,  comes from a longtime  core of North 
London reggae and rasta stalwarts,  that kept the music and the message alive over many 
lean  years,  before the UK style thing came into its own.  Along with bredrin Hughie 
Izachaar, Eli Emmanuel, Pablo Gad, Ras Moodie and other key singers and players, they 
held sessions  and gatherings and quite literally kept the faith: while Barry ran his 
legendary reggae stall at Camden Market and assorted record fairs.  The Reggae  On Top
label , launched in 1993 with 12”s by Steven Wright (an important reggae  guitar player) 
and Pablo Gad and a compilation showcase of classic Pablo Gad tunes  called “The Best 
Of …”  The singles marked out a distinctive  style – clean and clipped, with a combination 
of live instruments and programmed drums; dubwise but defiantly roots reggae all the way.
Barry has  coordinated the releases  with his musical director Hughie Izachaar and 
producer/drum programmer Dougie Wardop from Conscious Sounds.  Since the launch of 
the label, there have been many  releases  on singles  and  albums featuring rasta artists 
such as Pablo Gad, Twinkle Brothers, Ras imru Asha, Ghetto Priest, Ras I, Chazbo, Tony 
Roots, Ras Daniel Ray, Eli Emmanuel, but mostly Barry Issac himself.  Personal favourites
include the haunting ‘Zion Melodica’ 7”, ‘Jah Is My Light’ 7”, ‘Ancient Flute‘ 10” and the 
‘Man Of Creation’ 10”.  In recent years, Barry Issac has returned to performing live with a 
band called the Royal Kings.  



             

   
Dan-I

Come people, come be a part of this whole
Come people, come be a part of this whole

Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae

There is no fire but it is
There is no fire but it is

Yes it is
Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae

And you can get your heart desire from
And you can get your heart desire from

From this
Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae

Go tell your friends about it
Go tell your friends about it

Go tell your neighbors about it
Go tell your neighbors about it

Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae
Burning Reggae 

from Burning Reggae – BURNING SPEAR



MAN  IN  THE HILLS
Burning Spear selection

Man In the Hills  -  Calling Rastafari  -  Hey Dready
Jah Is My Driver   -  Make We Dweet    

 Jah No Dead 
Down By TheRiverside  -  Far Over  -  Marcus Garvey
-  Freedom  -  Fittest Of the Fittest   -  Legal Hustlers
Slavery Days  -  Identity   - She's   Mine  -  Rise   Up

 Jah  Kingdom  -  Throw  Down Your Arms
Tradition  -  One People

Jah Paul

Come along my brother, come along
Let us do the thing we suppose to do for our mother

Come along my sisters, come along too
And if we should live up in-da, in-da, in-da, in-da, in-da, in-da

Live up in-da
(And if we should live up in the hills)
And if we should live up in the hills

(And if we should live up in the hills)
Live up in the hills, the hills

(And if we should live up in the hills) 

from Man in the Hills – BURNING SPEAR



Bassie



BARD of TRENCHTOWN
review of ROBERT NESTA DUB pt.I – 02 Academy, Oxford.

Everybody knows - and most love - Bob Marley. As a dreadlocked fellow, any
time I am asked if I like reggae - or I volunteer this information, if needed - the
late, great Robert Nesta Marley’s name always comes up sooner rather than 
later. The man was synonymous with the genre. After Jimmy Cliff paved the 
way in the 70s, Bob became the Jamaican music superstar. Both dynamic 
and enigmatic, it is unlikely we will again see a reggae recording artist of his 
stature, or that the Rastafarian faith will have such an ardent ambassador. 
His musical heirs are either those clearly styled upon him - Chronixx and 
Protoje (albeit whilst updating the blueprint of the spiritually conscious rude 
boy warrior) - or from his own immediate family, i.e  Ziggy, Stephen or 
Damian Marley. It was notable that when we last saw Damian perform- at 
Boomtown Festival last summer- the biggest cheers were for Daddy Bob’s 
songs. Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry - who recorded some of Marley’s earliest numbers 
and dub versions, still regularly plays ‘Jah Live’, ‘Sun is Shining’ and 
‘Exodus’, as part of his live set and Bob’s old band the Wailers (although only 
veteran bass slayer Aston ‘Family Man’ Barrett survives from the original line-
up) are still going strong: they  will be playing Oxford O2 on March 21st. 

As I write this on Sunday evening, Sir David Rodigan is broadcasting his 
show from the Tuff Gong Studios, once at 56 Hope Street, Marley’s old house
and this morning I was reading a newspaper review of ‘Marley’ Bluetooth 
speakers whilst drinking a cup of ‘Marley’ coffee. His influence and ubiquitous
presence shows no sign of waning over 30 years since his untimely death. 
With this in mind, we reflect on a special night at the O2 Academy Oxford, 
ahead of his birthday (6th Feb - he would have been 72 this year), when the 
faithful were gathered to celebrate his life and works. The venue was strewn 
with the red gold and green: his iconic features were everywhere. A friendly 
and warm-hearted crowd braved the chilly Cowley Road for a night of tunes - 
live with players of instruments, and DJ sets - and vibes in Bob’s honour.

First up was a conscious DJ set from locals selector Jah Paul and Tony 
Dread, followed by a powerful blast of roots rock niceness from local Oxford 
reggae band Dublings’ main man. Tom Flint aka Tom Dred, setting it up in a 
dubwise style and fashion. Then we are left in the more than capable hands 
of regular ‘The Dub’ contributor and local Field Frequency Sound System 
operator Dan I, who plays a selection of Bob and some dub classics. Then 
Oxford’s premier roots rock reggae band Zaia take the stage. Regular singer 



Amy  McKown was not with them then (her hard-to-fault excuse was that she 
was giving birth; a bouncing girl, whom, we trust, will be tutored in the ways of
Jamrock). They played, amongst other tracks ’Island’ ‘Dark Days’ and ‘Fire in 
My Heart’: the last two both featured on BBC airwaves by the aforementioned
Sir Rodigan. Bass player David Tomlinson does a sterling job of vocals, 
adding a folky whimsy to the consistently accessible reggae vibe and the 
band blast it out royally, their upbeat positivity, energy and melodic approach 
making them some new fans- from those very few here who weren’t already. 
After more roots rockers from stalwart Dan I, assembled on the stage are 
members of Jamatone (Basie and Ed Asher) and Mackating; Daniel ‘Jah 
Sticks’ Norland and percussionist Ras Hugo Makepeace. They are backing 
the foundation artist, guitarist, vocalist and song writer Ras Keith, originally 
from Jamaica. They kick off with Marley’s deliciously edgy "Running Away" 
and go on to play ‘Roots Rock Reggae’, ‘Melt Away’, ‘Fade Away’ and Keith’s
original compositions, included the gloriously upbeat ‘Music’ and ‘Me and My 
Girl’, finishing up with the Dennis Brown standard ‘Fussing and Fighting’. With
the poise and confidence of an artist who is a true veteran of a scene he 
clearly - and, in fact all those present - loves dearly, Ras Keith- AKA 
Lionheart, makes a strong impression; singing and playing with Irie soul and 
passion. The Dub catches him afterwards for a wee chat:

Ras Keith:”I was born in Jamaica and he [Bob Marley] was a very big 
influence on me, he showed us the roots and culture side of music, clean and
positive music. From youth I love him, the whole band. The music itself was 
just upful, you know? His music lives on forever. It was positive then, it is 
positive now and it will be positive to come. “ 

The Dub: “You came to England when you were about 12, and you weren’t 
just into reggae from then?”

RK: “Yeah - on the TV and the radio, there was like rock. I love all music! So I
was into the rock and the heavy metal. I love to mix it up with the reggae. 
Music is music, man. (But)People get mixed up with reggae and dancehall… 
It was roots from time and it will be roots for ever, but you have other 
branches coming. I think reggae is still the future.”

The Dub: “It is! You’ve had a long connection with Oxford?”

RK: “I met Hugo a while ago and he brought me down to Oxford and 
introduced me to Natty Mark and the works that he was doing and called me 
to do some lickle acoustic work. That’s how it started with acoustic, me and 
Natty and Hugo. Then it developed. “

We cut it short then, as another Oxford legend, DJ and hype man Sir Sambo 
and MC Elvis were bringing the party to a climax with a nonstop booming 



barrage of Bob’s greatest hits, ‘Redemption Song’, ‘One Love’, ‘Buffalo 
Soldier’ and ‘Three Little Birds’. The assembled faithful gradually dispersed 
cheerily into the frosty winter night, hearts and minds afire with the warmth of 
the Bard of Trenchtown. Bob would have loved it!

Leo B

Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights

Recall them, recall them

Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights

Recall Paul Bogel, recall Marcus Garvey, recall Nelson Mandela
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights

Recall them, recall them

Recall Malcolm X, recall Martin Luther King
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights
Let's recall some great men, who've been fighting for our rights

Recall them, recall them 

from Recall Some Great Men – BURNING SPEAR



       photo by Pierre Wetzel, 2011

Without music you are all dead; with music you are alive. There is
nothing music can't do.

Lee Scratch Perry



 DUB DIARY
March

2nd – The Dub presents Winston Rodney Dub@Truck
Store, East Oxford. Celebrating the birthday of Burning
Spear. Tom Dread live plus Jah Lambs and Lions feat.
Garvin Dan and guest djs Tony Dread, Jah Paul and

saxophonist, Sista Ali – 6-8pm - free

3rd – Ras Keith and the Organic Vibration@ Bread
and Roses, Clapham, London - free

4th - Jah Lambs and Lions presents Studio One
Session@ Donnington Community Centre, East

Oxford. Jackie Mittoo, Tommy McCook, Don
Drummond, Horace Andy, Lee Scratch Perry, Ken
Booth, Burning Spear and others. Featuring Garvin

Dan and open deck - food by Sista Trini - 4pm-midnight -
free.

10th – Reading Dub Club presents Roots
Reasoning@RISC, Reading. Featuring Jah Lion, High
Grade and Scruff-I Sound – stalls and food - 8-1pm - £3.

21st - 02 Academy Oxford presents The Wailers:
performing Legend – 7-11pm - £23.




